Learn from an expert
Dr. Glenn A van As began using the
dental operating microscope in 1997 for
his dentistry. His state of the art dental
o ce has 9 operatories (2 new A Series
and 7 Global G6 units).
Since 1997, Glenn has worked
exclusively with the Dental Operating
Microscope (D.O.M.). for all of his clinical
dentistry. He has travelled throughout
North America and Internationally,
lecturing and publishing about the
bene ts and challenges of incorporating
microscopes into daily dental practice.
Glenn at present is an active founding
member and a Past President of the
Academy of Microscope Enhanced
Dentistry group (A.M.E.D.)
(www.microscopedentistry.com ). He has
released three DVDs on microscope
positioning and how to incorporate the
microscope into daily practice.

When and where?
May 26-27th, 2023 (Friday/Saturday)
8:00am - 4:30 pm each day
Snacks and lunch as well as a Friday
social gathering included!
#301 - 1277 Lynn Valley Road
North Vancouver, BV, V7J 0A6

Cost
$2,250.00 per dentist
This cost includes…
- 1 CDA per dentist ($250.00 each
additional CDA)
- Vol 2 and 3 Training DVD
- Friday Social function (after day 1)

Microscope
Training Course
May 26-27th, 2023
2-day hands on Microscope
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workshop with Dr. Glenn van As

Day 1 - Morning
- Advantages of the dental operating
microscope (lecture)
- Set-up of the dental operating microscope
Clinical tips for using the microscope

Day 1 - Afternoon
-Demonstration by Dr. van As
- Hands on for the maxilla arch (performed on

a mannequin)

Day 1 - Evening

Dental Assistants
See rst hand clinical tips to allow for ideal 4
handed dentistry with emphasis on instrument
passes, using the monitors in the operatory, how
to disinfect and bag the microscope as well as
how the microscope can make dentistry more
fun for team members, patients and dentists
alike!
Dental assistants can learn 4 handed dentistry,
plus how to trim and make provisional crowns
under the microscope during the course as well
as how to work smoothly with the dentist.

- Social dinner at Dr van As residence

Learn the four advantages of
precision, ergonomics,
communication and
documentation with microscopes.

Precision
Learn how the microscope can help provide
magni cation ranges of 2x - 21x power with
incredible coaxial shadow free lighting!

Ergonomics
See how sitting upright in a comfortable position all
day long can alleviate the neck and back pain that
plagues so many dental professionals.

“My objective was met. Lots of hands on time,
and live patient demonstrations. The sta was
absolutely wonderful! I really enjoyed my time
here. Money well spent, and met some great
people as well.”
- Dr. Dennis

Day 2 - Morning

Introduction to working in the lower arch
Hands on demonstration working with
mannequins

Day 2 - Afternoon
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- Documentation with the operating
microscope
- Hands-on workshop wit the mannequins with
multiple options available to see and try

“I highly recommend the course to everyone!
Dr. Glenn is a fantastic instructor and everything
was highly organized. I feel comfortable going
back to the o ce and working with the
microscope - this course built my con dence!”
- Dr. Deb M

Deposit & Registration
This course is o ered on an infrequent basis. It is a
limited attendance workshop, which securing your
spot requires a 50% deposit of the courses
$2,500.00 CAD with the remainder due at the start
of the course.
If you decide to not take the course, a refund of the
deposit is available until May 1st, 2023 only.
Please contact Lee-Ann at 604-512 6127 or
microscopes@drvanas.com to register.

Communication
Observe the power of the microscopic live video for
hygiene and new patient exams, and educating
dental patients for future treatment.

Documentation
Whether it’s for lectures or patient education, see
how the microscope can be equipped to capture
photo and video easily.

